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MODULE 1:
THE SCIENCE

Module 1 Vision 

“Mushrooms are mysterious. They come out of nowhere suddenly, with their splendid forms 
and colors, and just as quickly, go away. Mushrooms’ startling appearances and enigmatic 
disappearances have made them forbidden fruits for thousands of years. Only a few of the 
cognoscenti—the shamans, the witches, the priests, and the wise herbalists—have gained a 
glimmer of the knowledge mushrooms possess. Why? 

It is natural to fear what is powerful yet unknown. Some mushrooms can kill you. Some can heal 
you. Many can feed you....Their sudden rise and retreat back into the underground of nature 
make them difficult to study. We have longer periods of contact with animals and plants and 
we usually know which ones can help or hurt us. Mushrooms are not like that. They slip into our 
landscape and exit shortly thereafter. The memory fades quickly, and we wonder what we saw. 

Mushrooms are the fruit bodies of a nearly invisible network of mycelia, the cellular fabric 
beneath each footstep we take on the ground. Reach down and move a stick or a log, and you 
will see a vast array of fuzzy, cobwebby cells emanating everywhere. That’s mycelia, the network 
of fungal cells that permeates all landscapes. It is the foundation of the food web. It holds all 
life together. Yet these vast underground networks, which can achieve the largest masses of any 
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organism in the world and can cover thousands of acres, hide in plain sight; silent but sentient 
and always working tirelessly to create the soils that sustain life....

Many elderly people share joyous memories of going with their parents and grandparents on 
family trips into the forest to pick mushrooms. They have experienced that eureka moment of 
discovery and understand the challenges of identifying edibles and the danger of misidentifying 
toxic species. They know the reward and joy of a delicious meal foraged by their family from 
the natural world around them. All this can create meaningful memories that bond families 
across generations. Many mushroom patches are kept as family secrets, only shared with future 
generations. This is what the mushroom experience does—it grows on you. It is like a mycelial  
thread through time, a bridge from our ancestors to us and to our descendants in the future.”1 

Did you know it is estimated that only 5-10% of fungi have been discovered?
 
Did you know that the worlds’ largest living organism is a fungus?

Did you know that without fungi there would be no bread or chocolate, among other 
things?

Module 1 Learning Objectives  
  
Students will: 

• Explore the unique characteristics of 
mushrooms and practice using those 
features for species identification

• Become fluent with and understand 
mycelium and mycorrhizal networks in 
relation to soil, the intelligence of nature, 
and their relationship to trees

• Understand the kingdom of Fungi

Lesson Topics  

• Lesson One: Observing and Identifying 
• Lesson Two: Nature’s Intelligence: The Wood 

Wide Web of Mycelia 
• Lesson Three: Kinship in Nature—Plants, 

Animals, and Fungi
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“My own journey toward becoming a mycologist and 

community organizer had its ups and downs, but I wouldn’t 

trade it for the world...I discovered that no one in a hundred-

mile radius of where I lived had information on mushrooms or 

was teaching anyone about them.”2

— William Padilla-Brown

“I was always curious about mushrooms, but I grew up in 

an area that is mostly myco-illiterate, where no one knew 

anything about them. So I decided to learn about them, one at a 

time.”3 

— Tradd Cotte, Fantastic Fungi
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LESSON 1:
Observing and Identifying Mushrooms

Overview:

In this lesson students will engage in the scientific process of observation, identification, and 
recording of data with their mushroom specimen. Students will complete a spore print and 
analyze their findings based on the result.

Essential Questions

• What are mushrooms? What are the names of their anatomical parts? 
• How are mushroom species identified?
• How do mushrooms reproduce?

Materials

1. Access to equipment to screen the short video “The Mushroom Waltz”
2. Whole, fresh mushrooms of several types, preferably with gills under the cap for spore 

prints, such as portobello or shiitake mushrooms. *If possible, take students outside to find their 

own mushrooms. (Make sure they don’t eat unidentified mushrooms!) Otherwise, choose several types of 

whole mushrooms from a supermarket. 

3. Half black/half white pieces of paper (especially parchment paper), glass or plastic bowls 
or cups large enough to cover the mushroom caps, and a small object like a paperclip or 
pencil to set beneath the rim to allow some moisture to escape 

4. Handout One: Mushroom Observations and Handout Two: Anatomy of a Mushroom
5. Mushroom field guides, or access to a mushroom identification website such as First 

Nature-Fungi Families/Types Identity Parade4  
6. Tools for fine measurements of mushrooms

Length
Two 55-minute class periods, if doing spore prints. One period for classes who are unable to do 
spore prints.

https://fantasticfungi.com/the-mush-room/mushroom-waltz/
https://fantasticfungieducation-wp.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/15161430/m1l1observationsanatomylifecycle.pdf
https://fantasticfungieducation-wp.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/16124839/m1l1anatomyofamushroom.pdf
https://www.first-nature.com/fungi/~id-guide.php
https://www.first-nature.com/fungi/~id-guide.php
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ACTIVITY

Day One: Introduction to Mushrooms

1. Show the class the short film “The Mushroom Waltz” 
 
2. After watching, ask the class to generate a list of words they can use to describe the 
mushrooms they saw.

Step One: Get to Know Your Mushroom 
Distribute mushrooms to each student and have them closely observe, describe, and take notes on 
Handout One: Mushroom Observations. 

VERY IMPORTANT: Be sure students do not taste any mushrooms, but instead use all their other 
senses to study and describe their mushroom.

*For classrooms without access to fresh mushrooms, use photos from the Fantastic Fungi book, refer to mushroom field 

guides, or project a Google search for mushroom images, and have students choose one image each to describe. Skip the 

spore prints section of the lesson.

 
K-8 Adaptation: Consider distributing Handout One, and go over each part of the mushroom 
together.

Step Two: Make Spore Prints
1. After students have written down their mushroom observations, have them carefully cut the cap 
of the mushroom from the stipe (stem) and place the cap, gills down, on a piece of paper and cover 
it with a glass or plastic bowl or cup. The goal of covering the cap is to prevent air currents from 
moving the spores, and propping the cover with a paper clip or other small object will keep the paper 
from absorbing moisture from the cap as it dries.

2. Students should label the paper on which the mushroom sits with their name and leave it 
overnight. 

3. Ask students to make predictions about what they will see the following day:

• What do they expect to find?
• What colors do they think they will see? 

https://fantasticfungi.com/the-mush-room/mushroom-waltz/
https://fantasticfungieducation-wp.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/15161430/m1l1observationsanatomylifecycle.pdf
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Step Three: Get Curious About Mushroom
et spore prints aside, distribute Handout Three: Lifecycle of a Mushroom and in small groups, have 
students research from a book or online5 to answer the following questions: 

• What are mushrooms?
• How and where do they grow?
• How do they reproduce?
• How are spores different from seeds

Step Three (cont’d):
(Day Two for classes with spore prints)
1. Have students study their spore prints, using magnifying glasses or microscopes. 

2. Add new descriptions of what they observe from the spores to Handout One: Mushroom 
Observations

Discuss
• Did they look like students expected?
• If their spore print did not turn out as they expected, why not?

3. Using a field guide, or an online tool such as MushroomExpert.com6, have students use their 
observations and spore prints to identify their mushrooms.

Step Four: Create Mushroom Model
Using the information they learned and identified about mushrooms in their small groups, have 
students create a model or illustration representing how their mushroom uses spores to reproduce. 
The model can include:

• Words
• Images and art
• Physical reproduction (clay or other artistic medium)
• Actual mushrooms and spores

Possible Learning Extensions: 
1. Go to Use Spore Print for Art or for Growing Mushrooms to 

make a spore print
2. Go on a mushroom scavenger hunt to find and identify 

mushrooms—even in the middle of a city. 
3. Use an app like iNaturalist or your field guides to identify 

the mushrooms and/or mycelia you are growing in your 
classroom to learn more about those species.

https://fantasticfungieducation-wp.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/16125407/m1l1lifecycleofamushroom.pdf
https://fantasticfungieducation-wp.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/15161430/m1l1observationsanatomylifecycle.pdf
https://fantasticfungieducation-wp.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/15161430/m1l1observationsanatomylifecycle.pdf
http://www.mushroom.world/mushrooms/list
https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/edible/vegetables/mushrooms/harvest-mushroom-spores.htm
https://www.inaturalist.org
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HANDOUT ONE 

MUSHROOM OBSERVATIONS

Overall, how would you describe your mushroom?

Describe what you see, and how each characteristic may vary on different parts: 

Color(s):

Shape(s):

Texture(s):

Measure the different parts of your mushroom:

Cap:

Stipe (Stem):

Other:

Other observations: 

Draw a picture that will help you remember what your mushroom looks like:
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HANDOUT TWO

 ANATOMY OF A MUSHROOM

From The Fungus Files: An Educator’s Guide to Fungus K-6, https://namyco.org/docs/The_Fungus_Files.pdf

Diagram of a Generic Agaric Mushroom

https://namyco.org/docs/The_Fungus_Files.pdf 
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HANDOUT THREE

LIFECYCLE OF A MUSHROOM

https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/images/3689-mushroom-life-cycle

https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/images/3689-mushroom-life-cycle
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“Mycelium has more networks than our brains have neural 

pathways.… They are the most common species on earth. They 

are everywhere.”

— Jay Harman, Fantastic Fungi

“Almost everyone knows about the computer internet.  

The mycelium shares the same network design.”

— Paul Stamets, Fantastic Fungi
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LESSON 2:
Nature’s Intelligence: The Wood Wide Web of Mycelia

Overview:

In this lesson students will learn about mycelia, explore their world (including mycorrhizal 
networks and mycelial intelligence), and reflect upon the importance of mycelia in the natural 
world.
 

Essential Questions

• What are mycelia? 
• What are mycorrhizal networks?
• What is mycelial intelligence? 
• How do mycelial networks reflect cooperation rather than competition?
 

Materials

1. If possible, bring in a decomposing log with some soil or take students outside and turn 
over a log. Alternatively, use the beautiful still images of mycelia from filmmaker Louie 
Schwartzberg

2. Working Fungi Glossary 
3. Copies of the article “Mycelium: The Source of Life” by Suzanne Simard
4. Access to watch film clips on the intelligence of nature and how trees “talk” to each other:
5. Suzanne Simard’s TED Talk, “How Trees Talk to Each Other” 
6. Radiolab podcast “From Tree to Shining Tree” 

 

Length
Two 55-minute class periods for high school. Adjust for upper elementary and middle to watch 
the film, supplemental video and readings, and the assigned activity.

https://fantasticfungieducation-wp.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/16125937/fantastic-fungi-musrooms.pdf
https://fantasticfungieducation-wp.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/15161509/m1l2myceliumthesourceoflife.pdf
https://www.ted.com/talks/suzanne_simard_how_trees_talk_to_each_other?language=en
https://www.wnycstudios.org/podcasts/radiolab/articles/from-tree-to-shining-tree
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ACTIVITY

Step One: Identifying mycelium

1. Choose either Variation One or Variation Two, depending upon the materials you have 
available in the classroom.

Variation One: 10 Questions
Bring a decomposing log into class. Ideally, you could take the class outside and walk around to find 
one.

Engage students in a “10 Questions” exercise. This is an activity where students collectively ask ten 
questions based upon what they can observe based on a particular object. For example, “Why is this 
log decomposing? Why are there different colors under the log? How long does it take for wood to 
decompose? What makes it decompose?” etc.

Variation Two:
If an actual decomposing log is not available because of place or weather, find some photographs of 
one to project. If observations are solely through the photographs, explain to students that for the 
next few minutes they will be visually exploring images and still photographs. After each image, they 
will be taking a moment to write three responses to each image: 

• What do you see? (Describe in literal terms. For example, “I see black dots, I see fuzzy stuff…” 
Resist the temptation to move to interpretation.)

• What does the image remind you of?
• What questions do you have about the image?

Project each image, giving students a few moments to look at the image before prompting them to 
write their response. Remind them that there are no wrong answers, and encourage them to connect 
with their imagination as they reflect on each image.

K-3 adaptation: There are some fantastic experiential activities to help students understand the 
interconnectedness of mycelium. For example, students can use twine or string to create a web by 
throwing the ball of strong string back and forth, and then try to unravel the web. This activity is the 
Closing exercise in this lesson, but it may feel right with younger students to skip right to this hands-
on activity.

4-8 adaptation: Model for the class the visual analysis/connection exercise using the first image.
After showing the slideshow, tell students that the pictures they were viewing were of mycelial and 
mycorrhizal (the symbiotic association of the mycelium of a fungus with the roots of a seed plant) 
networks of fungi. 
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2. Review Eugenia Bone’s explanation: “Mushrooms are the fruiting bodies of fungi. The mushroom 

is like an apple. The bulk of the organism [the mushroom] is growing underground and it’s composed of 

these long threads, and these threads grow one cell at a time. Then they branch, and re-branch in every 

direction—they can even branch off three-dimensionally, and this mass of threads is called mycelium”8

*Remind students that not all fungi fruit mushrooms. Some fungi, like yeasts and molds, have 
different methods of reproduction.

Step Two: Mycelia and Mycorrhizal Network

1. Review with students: 
• Mycorrhizae, and mycorrhizal networks, increase a plant’s nutrient uptake and are formed 

from the fungi’s association with plant roots. Mycorrhiza is the fungus that grows in 
association between a fungus and the roots of a vascular plant.

• The plant supplies the fungi with photosynthesis products for their metabolic use. 
• It is estimated that 90% of living plant species have mycorrhizal fungi associated with their 

roots.9

2. Share with students two variations of explaining mycorrhizal networks and fungi:

Giuliana Furci:
“Fungi are like the egg in the cake. You have flour and sugar, but those ingredients don’t stick 
together unless you have an egg. In a forest, plants and animals don’t connect without fungi. No tree 
can live outside water without fungi. No plant on Earth can synthesize the nutrients from the earth 
that they need without the help of fungi. When life emerged from an aquatic ecosystem onto land it 
was possible for plants to do it because of fungi. 

Fungi are giving trees nutrients like phosphorus, magnesium, and water—extending the area from 
which plants get water. Plants are giving the fungus sugars that they produce in the foliage that they 
are producing through photosynthesis. Without fungi no cheese, no beer, no wine, bread, no yogurt, 
no chocolate, no soy sauce, no forest. Without the forest, no oxygen and no environment as we know 
it.”10

Suzanne Simard:
“So we often think of kin recognition as an animal behavior. Humans, you know, we love our babies, 
we know it’s our baby and we’re going to look after that baby. Well, we never thought that plants 
could do that, but we’re finding in our research that plants can recognize their own kin. So these 
mother trees recognize their kin through their mycorrhizal networks. The mother tree and the baby 
seedlings are sending signals, talking to each other. When they’re connected together and carbon 
is moving between plants, the trees are supporting the weaker ones. If she knows that there’s pests 
around and that she’s in danger, she will increase her competitive environment towards her own 
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around and that she’s in danger, she will increase her competitive environment towards her own 
babies so that they regenerate further away. It’s a magical thing, and this could not happen without 
the fungi.” 

3. Distribute and read aloud the article “Mycelium: The Source of Life” by Suzanne Simard. 
(Fantastic Fungi: How Mushrooms Can Heal, Shift Consciousness, and Save the Planet, p. 19-21.)

K-5 adaptation: Have students become mycelium using string or white sweatshirts tied together 
while explaining how mycelium nourishes and spreads and is EVERYWHERE.

6-8 adaptation: Read the article aloud and have students underlying key terms and circle unfamiliar 
words.

4. Create their Fungi Glossary. After completing the reading, explain to students that they will 
create a Fungi Glossary beginning with the circled words from this reading. 

Emphasize that each student will be responsible for developing their own working glossary and, on an 
ongoing basis, adding new terms throughout this unit.

4. Watch TED Talk Videos 

K-5 adaptation: Use this wonderfully adapted TED Ed video from Camille Defreene and Suzanne 
Simard “The Secret Life of Trees”. (runtime: 4:33 minutes)

6-12 adaptation: Show Suzanne’s Simard TED Talk “How Trees Talk to Each Other”  
(runtime: 18 minutes) 

Closing: Visualizing Mycelia

1. Organize students into small groups to discuss and come to consensus with the answer to each 
of these questions.

• What is mycelia? 

• What are mycorrhizal networks?

• What is mycelial intelligence? (e.g. trees)

• How can mycelium heal the planet? 

• How do mycelial networks reflect cooperation rather than competition?

Discuss their reflections. 

https://fantasticfungieducation-wp.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/15161509/m1l2myceliumthesourceoflife.pdf
https://vimeo.com/337687385
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V4m9SefyRjg&feature=emb_logo
https://www.ted.com/talks/suzanne_simard_how_trees_talk_to_each_other?language=en
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2. Next, distribute a few balls of string or a pile of white t-shirts or other textile that can be tied 
together. Explain that they are to visually create a mycelial network from what they just read 
and learned from Giuliana Furci and Suzanne Simard, using the supplied materials.

K-3 adaptation: Have on hand mycelia for students to handle before introducing the scientific 
names. 

4-8 adaptation: Write the definition of the fungi terms on the board, or create a handout using the 
glossary from this unit, for the class to read aloud and to practice pronouncing.

3. After creating their visual representation of mycelia, have K-5 students discuss, and 6-12 
students reply in writing, to this question: 

• How do mycelial networks reflect cooperation rather than competition? (For K-5 students: Discuss 

the meaning of cooperation and competition and offer several examples from the natural world. 

You may also elect to have students role-play or express the ideas of cooperation and competition 

through visual art.)
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“From these extinction events, there’s one lesson. Those 

organisms that paired with fungi survived. We are more closely 

related to Fungi than we are to any other kingdom. What this 

means is that we are descendants of mycelium. Mycelium is the 

mother of us all.”

— Paul Stamets, Fantastic Fungi
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LESSON 3:
Kinship in Nature—Plants, Animals, and Fungi

Overview:

In this lesson students will reflect on the characteristics that identify organisms into 
classifications and learn about those that distinguish the kingdom of Fungi. Students will apply 
that understanding to analyze the evolutionary and interdependent relationships between Fungi, 
Animalia, and Plantae.
 

Essential Questions

• What defines the kingdom of Fungi?
• What are the evolutionary relationships between plants, animals, and fungi?
 

Materials

1. Equipment to show “Mycelium is the Mother of Us All” film clip from  Fantastic Fungi 
(educational version): 16:12 - 18:40

2. Handout One: Facts About the Fungus Among Us11

3. Access to suggested research articles and/or website 
 

Length
One 55-minute classroom period.

** Note, this lesson is appropriate for grades 7-12.  Similar lessons for grades K-6 available at  
https://namyco.org/docs/The_Fungus_Files.pdf

https://vimeo.com/537720972
https://fantasticfungieducation-wp.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/15161513/m1l3fungusamongus.pdf
 https://namyco.org/docs/The_Fungus_Files.pdf
 https://namyco.org/docs/The_Fungus_Files.pdf
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ACTIVITY

Introduction: What’s the difference…

Get students to start thinking about identifying traits of different kingdoms by asking them to 
brainstorm the difference between various plants, animals, and fungi. At first, the questions might 
feel funny, but challenge them to think deeply.

For example, what’s the difference between:
• A rose and a bumblebee?
• A portobello mushroom and a worm?
• A person and a tree?

After a few minutes, tell students you will spend the class thinking about the relationships between 
the Animalia (animals), Plantae (plants), and Fungi kingdoms.

*This lesson assumes your class has a basic understanding of the taxonomic classification of “kingdom.” If that 
is new for your students, consider this basic introduction: https://www.nps.gov/common/uploads/teachers/
lessonplans/ClassificationActivityGuide1.pdf

Step One: Identifying the Kingdom of Fungi 
 
1. Show the film clip “Mycelium is the Mother of Us All” (runtime: ~3 minutes). As they watch, ask 
students to record what they hear and/or notice about the origins of fungi and their relationship to 
plants and animals.

2. Discuss:
• What does the film clip suggest about the age of fungi? 
• What did you learn about how fungi are related to plants and/or animals?
• Were you surprised when Paul Stamets said, “We are more closely related to fungi than we are 

to any other kingdom.” Why or why not?

Step Two  

1. Distribute Handout One: Facts About the Fungus Among Us and have students use information in 
the article to define the key characteristics of the kingdom of Fungi, and distinguish them from the 
other eukaryote (organisms whose cells have a nucleus) kingdoms, Plantae and Animalia:

https://www.nps.gov/common/uploads/teachers/lessonplans/ClassificationActivityGuide1.pdf 
https://www.nps.gov/common/uploads/teachers/lessonplans/ClassificationActivityGuide1.pdf 
https://vimeo.com/537720972
https://fantasticfungieducation-wp.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/15161513/m1l3fungusamongus.pdf
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Kingdoms Fungi Plantae Animalia

 

Cell Type:

  

 

Nutrition Acquisition:

 

Reproduction:

 

Movement:

 

Other Characteristics:

Step Three: Learning About Phylogeny 
 
1. Read aloud this quote from Giuliana Furci’s “Mushroom Mad!” essay in Fantastic Fungi:

“When you’re looking at a plant, you are essentially looking at fungi; the two have never been 
separate. To speak of flora and fauna is inaccurate when describing macroscopic life forms. They 
are three F’s: flora, fauna, and funga. If the third F were to be included wherever the first two are 
[that is, when protecting the environment] the planet would be in a better place.”12

Phylogeny tracks the evolutionary history of a group of organisms and can be used to identify their 
relationships to one another.13 Phylogeny can teach us how the kingdoms of Fungi, Plantae, and 
Animalia are linked.

2. In small groups:

• Have students research the following hypotheses about the evolution of Animalia, Plantae, and 
Fungi. 

• Have them prepare to present their arguments to one another in their small groups. Students 
can use information from the film and/or book, from the resources listed below, or from 
credible resources they find on their own.   

I. Fungi are more closely related to Animalia than they are to Plantae.
II. Fungi’s ability to decompose and associate is the reason life is possible.
III. Fungi are the oldest of the three kingdoms.
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Suggested Resources 

• Tree of Life Web Project: http://tolweb.org
• UC Berkeley Museum of Paleontology: https://ucmp.berkeley.edu/fungi/fungifr.html
• University of Minnesota Study Press Release: 

• https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2006-10/uom-dae102006.php
• https://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/phylogenetics_01

Extended Learning Opportunities
1. Assign a fungus—including mushrooms, yeasts, and molds—to each student, and have 

them identify and label their fungus’ taxonomic classification.
2. Offer students a choice between the following reflective writing exercise, or the 

family portrait art exercise.

Reflective Writing
Have students choose one of the following prompts and write a reflective statement about it.

• What is the purpose of categorizing and labeling? What is useful about it? What might 
be misleading or dangerous? Is there anything about taxonomy and phylogeny that 
remind you of how we categorize and label other things in our lives? 

• There are ongoing changes to what we understand as scientific “facts.” For example, 
Fungi were only classified as their own kingdom, separate from Plantae, in the late 
1960s. How does it make you feel to know that scientific understanding continually 
changes? What excites you about it? What bothers or disturbs you? 

Family Portrait Series
Many families keep photo records of their children and/or family as it grows. What does this 
look like in the animal, plant, and fungus world?

With this question in mind, create a portrait gallery that represents the phylogenic 
relationship between fungi and animals, or fungi and plants.

• 

http://tolweb.org
https://ucmp.berkeley.edu/fungi/fungifr.html 
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2006-10/uom-dae102006.php
https://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/phylogenetics_01 
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HANDOUT ONE 

 FUNGUS AMONG US

https://www.livescience.com/53618-fungus.html 

Facts About the Fungus Among Us

The Amanita muscaria mushroom, which is deep red with white flecks.
Tens of thousands of organisms, from mushrooms to mold to yeast,  
fall under the umbrella of fungi. Once thought simply to be plants,  
fungi have emerged as their own taxonomic kingdom. The various  
fungal species are diverse, with many unique properties: some  
innocuous, some useful and some harmful.

Classifying Fungi            
It has taken decades, as technology improved and scientific knowledge 
evolved, to appropriately classify this myriad group of organisms.                    (Image: © USGS)

As recently as the 1960s, fungi were considered plants. In fact, at that time all organisms were classified into 
only two groups or kingdoms: plants and animals. In a 1969 article published in the journal Science, ecologist 
Robert Whittaker explained the basis of this two-kingdom system. For many decades in history, the only 
living creatures humans observed around them were either the “rooted” plants that produced their own 
food, or motile animals that sought out their food. Thus mobility and the method of gaining nourishment
became the criteria for a system of classification. “The animals moved and plants didn’t, and that’s how 
fungi got stuck with the plants,” said Tom Volk, a professor of botany at the University of Wisconsin-La 
Crosse.

However, unlike plants, fungi do not contain the green pigment chlorophyll and therefore are incapable 
of photosynthesis. That is, they cannot generate their own food —carbohydrates — by using energy from 
light. This makes them more like animals in terms of their food habits. Fungi need to absorb nutrition from 
organic substances: compounds that contain carbon, like carbohydrates, fats, or proteins.

Based on these and other properties, in 1969 Whittaker proposed that fungi become a separate kingdom 
as a part of a new five-kingdom system of classification. The proposed classification included a vast array of 
species. Among them, mushrooms, yeast, molds, slime molds, water molds, puffballs and mildews. 

Since then, the system of classification and the fungal kingdom have been further refined. For example, 
slime molds and water molds were shuttled off to a different kingdom. Today, the members of the kingdom 
Fungi are also known as the “true fungi.”

Characteristics of ‘true fungi’
According to “Van Nostrand’s Scientific Encyclopedia, Vol 1, 10th Ed.” (Wiley, 2008), the numerous fungal 
species have “widely diverse habits and characteristics,” and generalizations can be difficult. Nevertheless, 
there are a few key aspects common to all members of the fungal kingdom.
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Cells: Fungi are eukaryotes, just like plants and animals. This means they have a well-organized cell, 
characteristic of all eukaryotes. Their DNA is encapsulated in a central structure called the nucleus (some 
cells can have multiple nuclei, according to “Van Nostrand”). They also have specialized cellular machinery 
called organelles that execute various dedicated functions such as energy production and protein 
transport. 

Fungal cells are encased in two layers: an inner cell membrane and an outer cell wall. These two layers have 
more in common with animals than plants. 

Like animal cell membranes, those of fungi are made of proteins and fatty molecules called lipids. In 
addition, animal cell membranes contain varying amounts of cholesterol. Similarly fungal membranes 
contain a unique steroid called ergosterol, according to Volk. 

Plant cell walls are made of cellulose, whereas fungal cell walls have chitin, a distinctly non- plant 
substance. In fact, the exoskeletons, or the outer hard shell of various arthropods (insects, and crustaceans 
like crabs and lobsters) are made of chitin.

Structure: Fungi can be made up of a single cell as in the case of yeasts, or multiple cells, as
in the case of mushrooms.

The bodies of multicellular fungi are made of cells that band together in rows that resemble the branches 
of trees. Each individual branched structure is called a hypha (plural: hyphae). Most often, the individual 
cells in hyphae sit right next to each other in a continuous line (also known as coenocytic hyphae) but they 
can sometimes be separated into compartments by a cross wall (septate hyphae). Several hyphae mesh 
together to form the mycelium, which constitutes the fungal body, according to “Van Nostrand.”

“The fungi are the kings of surface area,” Volk told LiveScience, explaining that hyphae expand their surface 
area in order to take in food, facilitate digestion and also to reproduce.

Nutrition: As mentioned earlier, since fungi cannot conduct photosynthesis, they need to absorb nutrients 
from various organic substances around them. This makes them heterotrophs, which literally translates to 
“other feeding,” according to Volk.

Animals are heterotrophs as well, and need to seek out their food. But in their case, digestion takes place 
inside the body. “Fungi are different,” Volk told LiveScience. “They find their food, they dump their enzymes 
out on to the food, and digestion takes place outside their body.” These specialized digestive enzymes 
are known as exoenzymes, and are secreted from the tips of growing hyphae onto their surroundings, Volk 
states in the “Encyclopedia of Biodiversity, 2nd Ed.” (Academic Press, 2013). These enzymes are the primary 
reason why fungi are able to thrive in diverse environments from woody surfaces to insides of our body.

As a result of exoenzyme activity, large food molecules are broken down into smaller ones, which are 
brought into the hyphae. Cellular respiration then takes place inside fungal cells. That is to say, organic 
molecules such as carbohydrates and fatty acids are broken down to generate energy in the form of ATP.
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Fungi have multiple sources of food. Fungi that feed on dead organisms — and help in decomposition — are 
called saprophytes. If a fungus derives sustenance from a live host without harming it, then it is called a 
symbiont or a mutualist. Lichens — fungi and algae together — are an example of a mutualistic relationship. 
If a fungus feeds on a live host while harming it, then it is a parasite, according to the “Encyclopedia of 
Biodiversity.”

Reproduction: The various fungi are capable of reproducing asexually or sexually. Both processes can 
generate spores. These are special cells, which when released into a suitable environment, can give rise 
to a new fungal body. Spores can be carried to new environments by air or water, according to Utah State 
University. 

Asexual reproduction occurs through mitosis, when a fungal cell divides and produces
identical genetic copies of itself. In simpler, single-celled fungi like yeast, this process is known as budding. 
In this case, a small offshoot or bud emerges from the parent cell, slowly growing in size. The nucleus 
divides into two and the bud splits off once it is the same size as the parent cell. On the other hand, 
multicellular fungi such as molds reproduce through the formation of asexual spores.

The duration and timing of certain steps of sexual reproduction vary quite a bit between fungal species. 
Moreover, the reproductive structures also vary from species to species. So much so, that these 
morphological differences form the basis for dividing the fungal kingdom into sub-groups or phyla, 
according to the “Encyclopedia of Biodiversity.”

Sexual reproduction in fungi produces spores through meiosis. As a result, these spores contain half the 
number of parental chromosomes. Once released, the spores germinate into tree-like mycelia and are 
ready to “mate.” In the case of mushrooms, puffballs and toadstools, the branched mycelium (also called 
primary mycelium) is divided into segments containing a single nucleus. Mating takes place when two 
primary mycelia come into contact with one another and form a secondary mycelium. Each segment of the 
secondary mycelium has two nuclei: one from each original segment. The individual nuclei still have half 
the number of chromosomes as the parent cell. In the course of several steps nuclei fuse, giving rise to 
cells with the original number of chromosomes. After this point, the sexual reproductive cycle begins again: 
meiosis occurs and spores are produced, according to “Van Nostrand.”

Fungus and Us
Fungi are inextricably linked to our lives and livelihoods. They affect our health, food, industry and 
agriculture in both positive and vexing ways. 

Fungi are sources of important medication. The antibiotics penicillin and cephalosporin, as well as the 
drug cyclosporine, which helps to prevent transplant rejection, are all produced by fungi, according to 
the “Encyclopedia of Biodiversity.” Yet by the same token, fungi produce toxins called mycotoxins that are 
harmful to us. “Almost all mycotoxins are produced by molds,” Volk said. For example, Aspergillus fungi that 
grow on corn and peanuts produce aflatoxins. This mycotoxin is considered a carcinogen and has been 
linked to liver cancer.

Yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) is essential to the fermentation of wine and beer, and to the baking of 
raised, fluffy bread. The characteristic azure hue of blue cheeses is due to the sporulation of the fungus 
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Penicillium roquefortii, according to the “Encyclopedia of Biodiversity.” Mushrooms such as chanterelles 
and morels are tasty additions to meals. Yet smut and rust fungi (named for the coaly and rust like 
appearance of their spores) routinely destroy food crops and plants like beans, barley and pine trees, 
according to “Van Nostrand.”

Important scientific discoveries have been made using fungi as model organisms. The discovery that genes 
control the expression of enzymes, and that one gene controls one enzyme, was a result of experiments 
with the pink mold Neurospora. Scientists George Beadle and Edward Tatum won the Nobel Prize in 1958 
for this work. Yeast has also been used as a model organism for answering questions in the field of genetics. 
According to a 1997 article published in the journal Science, many yeast and mammalian genes code for 
similar proteins, making it a useful tool for understanding the human genome and disease conditions such as 
Werner’s syndrome.

Still, what we know about fungi today, and what we can do with fungi, is just the very beginning of all 
that is possible. As Volk states in “Encyclopedia of Biodiversity,” there are 75,000 fungal species that are 
named. But this number is believed to represent only 5 percent of the species that exist in nature. “There’s 
relatively little known about the fungi compared to the animals and plants,” Volk told LiveScience. “There’s 
still a lot of new species out there to be discovered.” 
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STANDARDS
Standards: NGSS Standards
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59c3bad759cc68f757a465a3/t/5a3cb71c8165f53e1ec61680/1513928478877/
HS-LS4-4.pdf

MS-LS4-2: Anatomical Evidence of Evolutionary Relationship
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59c3bad759cc68f757a465a3/t/5a2f3721419202b4787437b4/1513043745981/
MS-LS4-2.pdf

K-2 NGSS Alignment
From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes 

K-LS1-1: Use observations to describe patterns of what plants and animals (including humans) need to survive.

1-LS1-2: Read texts and use media to determine patterns in behavior of parents and offspring that help offspring 

survive.

Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics 

2-LS2-2: Develop a simple model that mimics the function of an animal in dispersing seeds or pollinating plants.

Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity 

2-LS4-1: Make observations of plants and animals to compare the diversity of life in different habitats.

3-5 NGSS Alignment
From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes 

4-LS1-1: Construct an argument that plants and animals have internal and external structures that function to support 

survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction.

Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics 

5-LS2-1: Develop a model to describe the movement of matter among plants, animals, decomposers, and the 

environment.

Heredity: Inheritance and Variation of Trait

3-LS3-1: Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence that plants and animals have traits inherited from parents and 

that variation of these traits exists in a group of similar organisms.

Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity 

3-LS4-2: Use evidence to construct an explanation for how the variations in characteristics among individuals of the 

same species may provide advantages in surviving, finding mates, and reproducing.

K-2 NGSS Alignment
From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes 

MS-LS1-3: Construct a scientific explanation based on evidence for how environmental and genetic factors influence 

the growth of organisms.

Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics 

MS-LS2-2: Construct an explanation that predicts patterns of interactions among organisms across multiple 

ecosystems.

9-12 NGSS Alignment
Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity 

HS-LS4-1: Communicate scientific information that common ancestry and biological evolution are supported by 

multiple lines of empirical evidence.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59c3bad759cc68f757a465a3/t/5a3cb71c8165f53e1ec61680/151392847
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59c3bad759cc68f757a465a3/t/5a3cb71c8165f53e1ec61680/151392847
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59c3bad759cc68f757a465a3/t/5a2f3721419202b4787437b4/151304374
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59c3bad759cc68f757a465a3/t/5a2f3721419202b4787437b4/151304374
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“Mushrooms are the window through which I came to 

understand nature in a deeper way. It was the story of 

mushrooms, of fungi, that introduced me to the glorious story 

of symbiosis, the interdependence of all organisms, both seen 

and unseen.”14

— Eugenia Bone, Fantastic Fungi


